
 SAVE TIME, MONEY, ASSETS 
       Auto Data Capture Enabled Smart Tracking 

 
 

WILL THE RIGHT CYLINDER REACH THE RIGHT DESTINATION? 
 
Most errors are made when delivering gas cylinders to a customer.  Companies implementing an 

automated solution in their supply chain can provide more reliable, safer and faster delivery, and 
achieve better customer satisfaction.  TRAKAID™ CyTrack gives your business the benefits of 

all the four.   
 
Does your logistics team frequently deliver similar looking cylinders marked for Customer A to 

Customer B? This mistake makes the cylinder worthless to the customer because its valve and 
pressure may be different.  At customer pickup, are you able to capture a cylinder’s physical 

damage and pass on information to a central location in order to bill damage to the customer and 
follow safety procedures? Is the cylinder then serviced before being put back in operation?    
 

TRAKAID™ has introduced a comprehensive Logistics Solution as a add-on to any cylinder 
management solution, including CyTrack.  Companies may implement the Solution on 

intelligent Auto Data Capture (ADC) devices, on a laptop or on a robust tablet with internet 
access. ADC technology is integral to automate data entry, as it eliminates errors encountered 
during manual data entry.  

 
 

Accurate delivery & pickup plus timely, valid & complete data 

Keep your business running profitably 

Return on Investment = Business Survival 
 
TRAKAIDTM CyTrack Cylinder Management & Logistics Solution provides a comprehensive 
solution including:   

 
Use graphic elements to represent:  
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TRAKAIDTM now offers companies its Cylinder Logistics Solution integrated with Auto Data 
Capture technology. The Logistics Solution encompasses all aspects of the delivery and pickup, 
provides the ability to automate data capture in the field that is valid, accurate, and complete, and 

automatically transfers instantly actionable data to a central office. Industry expertise that offers 
standardized processes and shortens employee training efforts is built in.   

 
Many customers don’t develop much loyalty towards individual businesses because the products 
offered are essentially undifferentiated across the industry.  The critical sales drivers are the 

benefits of timely and accurate delivery of the right products and surety of receiving safe 
cylinders which are under test certification. 

Ensure Accuracy, Increase Safety  

 Let TRAKAIDTM Help Deliver the Right Cylinder  
 

LEARN MORE 

http://trakaid.com/solutions/cylinder-logistics/

